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Safety & Access Control Committee 

May 8, 2018 Meeting Minutes 

The meeting was called to order by co-chair David Cohen at 10:04 AM.  Present were committee 

members: Bennett, Caufield, Cohen, Kramer, Newman, See, and Enjoli Collins representing CMS 

Operations.  Absent were Cantarella, Gersman.  Having a quorum the meeting was officially 

begun. 

1. A reading of the Minutes from prior meeting was waived as they had already been 

circulated to Members. The minutes were approved as distributed. 

 

2. The Committee accepted the resignation of Enjoli Collins as secretary and appointed 

Harry See to replace her.  The motion was seconded and unanimously approved.  Enjoli 

will continue to attend and participate in subsequent meetings representing CMS- 

Operations group. 

 

3. Town Hall Meeting Feedback.  – Cohen updated the committee on feedback from the 

town hall meetings and suggestions.  Specific action items were primarily focused on 

additional communication regarding the hurricane season:  

 

a.  Send Community wide blast with key points from hurricane and police/fire 

presentations 

b. Send Community wide blast with ‘do’s and don’ts’ regarding actions to take prior 

to significant storms 

c. Suggest that Neighborhood chairs compile a list of neighbors who require special 

assistance (e.g.: medical needs, physical disabilities) during major storms and 

evacuations. Recommend that they register with Manatee County  

Lloyd presented the financial information for the CERT program 

 

4.  Tailgating, Stop Signs, Crosswalks, and Barrier Arms-- Committee was updated regarding 

tailgating issues at the front entrance and back gates.  Cohen reminded the Committee 

(and Guests) to report all tailgating incidents. “ If you see something, say something” 

 This discussion expanded to include issues related to front gate functioning, visibility at 

corners and cart paths, pedestrians.  The following next steps were agreed to:       



a.  CMS (along with Club Management) will be asked to clear foliage along the cart 

paths and roadways where it is blocking safe transit by cars and carts.  ACTION: 

Randy Bennett will identify specific problem areas and help coordinate corrective 

actions 

b. Cohen updated Committee on status of Stop Sign at Curzon Terrace/Hoylake Way. 

J. Whyte had sent letter to Declarant to address as root cause is the original 

roadway alignment.  

c. A Stop Sign has been requested for Park Blvd. at Kenwood Park. ACTION: Cohen to 

investigate and report 

d. At the upcoming board meeting there will be a proposal for new main entrance 

gate operator equipment that will improve downtime and functionality ACTION: 

Enjoli Collins 

e. The condition of sidewalks was discussed. A Guest suggested that sidewalks be 

repaired (planed, grinding) rather than sections replaced: lower cost, appearance. 

CMS will be asked to investigate repairing vs. replacing sections of sidewalks that 

are no longer level and are a tripping hazard.  

f. Large functions at Country Club can cause delays at Gatehouse. The use of hand 

held scanner and tablet at Residents lane to mitigate delays was explained by Enjoli 

Collins. Better coordination is needed between CMS and Country Club staff 

regarding large functions. Country Club staff should be more proactive in pre-

clearing function guests. ACTION: Enjoli Collins, Laurie Evans. 

5. Speeding—on-going discussion about speeding in the Park and the balance between 

maintaining the beautiful tranquil setting of the park and providing safe roads for motor 

vehicles, golf carts, bicycles. This continues to be a very difficult problem. Committee  

agreed to continue researching the problem and potential traffic calming steps: 

 

a.  Understand Florida DOT standards for road striping to provide separate lanes for 

vehicles, golf carts and bicycles.  If we do striping we want to be in compliance 

with FDOT requirements 

b. Explore the potential use of movable speed tables to reduce overall speeds 

c. Cohen explained that the radar speed signs in the Park are currently being used 

for data collection and are not displaying vehicle speeds; they are not broken. 

Once the data collection is sufficient the displays will be returned to normal 

operation and rotated to various locations within the Park as a traffic calming 

measure. ACTION: Enjoli Collins 

6.   Feedback from recent discussions with Manatee County Sheriff’s Office– recent wave of 

vehicle break-ins across County including in gated communities mostly result of ‘flash 

mob’ looking for easy targets, namely, unlocked vehicles. In some communities (not ours) 



keys were left in cars, resulting in some stolen vehicles. Committee was advised that 8 

vehicles in UP had been entered including 2 in Henley. MCSO advised that they had 

arrested the persons involved in those 2 vehicle entries; unclear at this point about the 

remaining 6 cases. Investigation by MCSO is on-going. These particular cases are ‘crimes 

of opportunity;’ if vehicles were locked, they were bypassed by the criminals.   

7.  Henley  Access  -- Jeff Caufield updated the Committee regarding on-going perimeter 

security caused by the FPL easement gate on Honore being left open, and an unacceptable 

gap between gate and gatepost when it is closed and chained/locked. Other Henley 

security issues regarding gate access and cameras were brought up. The following actions 

were discussed: 

a.  CMS will research what entity (FPL, County, Declarant) is responsible for 

maintaining the fence and gate at the FPL easement entry point on Honore. 

Discuss with FPL the importance of closing and locking the gate. ACTION: CMSat   

b.  Henley has requested that the camera at the rear UP gate that is focused on the 

Henley gate be improved to provide usable images. ACTION: Enjoli Collins. 

c. Henley has requested that the ‘dummy’ security camera at the gate be replaced 

with a real camera that is interfaced with the UP system. ACTION: Enjoli Collins 

(NOTE: G. Cantarella has taken this action item) 

d. Caufield stated that the Henley gate’s access codes are not secured. As an 

example, he stated that every home in Henley is using the same code (3200?) 

instead of individual codes for each home. The discussion expanded to codes used 

for Henley residents and visitors as well. ACTION: Enjoli Collins will investigate 

vendor code being used and will also straighten out the specific resident codes 

that should be used for vendors and resident-specific entries.  She will advise 

Henley residents as updates are made.  

e. Discussion was also expanded to include understanding of codes for back gate 

(Park side) pedestrian entry. Suggestion was made that an explanation of entry 

rules be published in a future newsletter. ACTION: Enjoli Collins and 

Cohen/Cantarella 

With no further agenda topics for discussion, questions and comments were solicited from the 

Guests, some of which have been incorporated in the discussion above. Speeding, near-miss 

incidents on the roadways, road striping were the main comment areas.  

With no further business to discuss, David Cohen adjourned the meeting at 11:46 AM. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Harry See, Secretary 


